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Chapter 20

Thin in summer, two young men and women are so noisy together, and their skin is
close to each other. After a while, it seems that they begin to linger between them.

At first, Jiang Chengzhan's eyes are red and he looks at Su wanwan without blinking.

Su wanwan has a big nerve. When he finds the fire in his eyes, his body becomes soft.

She felt something close to his body. She blushed and couldn't help whining.

Su wanwan bit her lips. The man didn't move, and she didn't move. They were so
deadlocked.

Su wanwan carefully calculates that she has been married to Jiang Chengzhan for
more than half a month. They live harmoniously and happily every day, forgetting
everything.

After carefully recalling the past, I found that Jiang Chengzhan was the happiest day in
her life.

This will look down at Jiang Chengzhan.

Breathing together, the temperature in the room is getting higher and higher, the air is
getting thicker and thicker, and there is an indescribable smell everywhere.

From the first night, Su wanwan was the dominant player, and today is no exception.

Don't look silly, the strong Huns are not ambiguous at all. This person didn't know
how sexy he was before, and there was the smell of hormone expansion everywhere!

Su wanwan has been kissing from his thin lips. Jiang Chengzhan cries out in pain:
"wife, Zhan Bao can't stand it."

"I know, I know," Sue went back later.

……



There's no shortage of food and drink every day, and there's no need to work hard to
earn money. The key is that she can also play the little game of pretending to be a
family. Su wanwan thinks that this is probably the peak of her life!

After finishing with Jiang Chengzhan, Su wanwan doesn't have any strength all over
her body. After taking a bath, she climbs to bed and goes to bed.

As for what happened to steal his diary in the middle of the night, she had already
thrown it behind her head.

Jiang Chengzhan has better physical strength than her. After she finished, she found a
small book to write a diary.

Zhan Bao's Diary:

Today, my wife got angry and tied up Zhan Bao's wrists.

My wife said that she was my queen and would be on top of me in the future. Zhan
Bao worried that his wife would continue to be angry, so he let her go.

Is Zhan Bao very good?

But zhanbao also has a happy thing today, his wife didn't let zhanbao wear a condom.

That thing is not comfortable, every time very uncomfortable, as if separated from his
wife very far.

Not today. I feel comfortable.

But the wife looks tired, in fact, there is nothing good in the top, every time tired to
death.

Since my wife likes it, I'll let my wife be on it.

This will sleep is heavy Su late night, if you know Jiang Chengzhan wrote what ghost
things, must pick his skin.

The next morning, both of them got up very late. When Su woke up late, Jiang
Chengzhan was sleeping soundly. She didn't call him up and wanted to go out and buy
some breakfast.

Buy a la carte by the way, check the menu and learn how to make it.

It is mainly because she is too busy now to do nothing all day.



Su left home after washing up in the evening and locked the door outside. She was
afraid that Jiang Chengzhan would wake up and slip out.

There was no contraception last night. After buying breakfast, Sue went to the
drugstore again.

Now, Jiang Chengzhan can't even protect himself. How can he protect a child?

Xu Hongmei and Jiang Yushen don't know what kind of demon they will make in the
future.

After all, most of the shares of the company are in the hands of the old man and Jiang
Chengzhan. She doesn't believe they will stop.

After buying the medicine, Su stood in the drugstore for a while. Now Jiang
Chengzhan refuses to wear a condom and learns to complain to his aunt. Don't think
about it in the future.

But she can't always take medicine after the event. She heard that it's bad for her health.

Hesitated for a while, although very embarrassed, but still asked the salesman, there is
no long-term contraceptive drugs.

The salesman recommended one for her, saying that it had no side effects and that she
could have children three months after stopping the drug.

Sue thought about it later, bought two boxes and put them in her bag.

In the heart ponders must not be discovered by Jiang Chengzhan, otherwise does not
know he will seek who to complain.

Su came home late with breakfast. As soon as she got to the door, she felt something
was wrong. Why did the door open?

With a thump in her heart, she ran to the house in a hurry, "Zhan Bao --"

"Zhan Bao"

After two shouts, no one answered. She threw her things on the tea table and went into
the bedroom without changing her shoes. Without seeing anyone, she went to the
balcony to look for a circle again, feeling empty, "Zhan Bao --"

"Jiang Chengzhan, where have you been?"



It seems that she went out. Su didn't dare to delay, so she came out to look for it, but
she looked around the yard and didn't even have a personal picture.

He only has the intelligence quotient of a child of four or five years old now. If he
really wants to go out, he doesn't know if he can find a home.

Su wanwan is very anxious. Although they have been together for only half a month,
they feel more and more dependent on him.

Jiang Chengzhan's dependence on her is life, her dependence on Jiang Chengzhan is
more spiritual.

He is not only a husband, but also a good friend and relative.

If he's really lost and can't be found, Su wanwan feels that she doesn't even have her
only relative.

"Jiang Chengzhan, if you don't come back again, I won't care about you any more," Su
went out to look for a circle in the evening. As long as she met people, she asked one
by one whether she had seen a man as tall as silly. Unfortunately, none of us saw him.

Su wanwan thought angrily that when he came back, he had to be tied up.

Think of tied up to think of last night in bed, a red face do not know how to say his
good.

Su wanwan looked for a long time and went back to see if the person had come back.

When she came to the door, her eyes suddenly brightened. The man stood in the living
room with a mobile phone in his hand. He didn't look very well and didn't know what
he was angry with.

"Zhan Bao"

Su wanwan blinked her eyes. There was water mist on her long eyelashes. She was
stunned for a few seconds. She couldn't help jumping up and hugging the man's thin
waist.

"What are you doing, Wuwu, little bastard? You're going to scare me to death!"

Jiang Chengzhan frowned and said, "wife, I didn't see you just now. I wanted to call
you, but you didn't tell me the number!"



"Is it?"

Su wanwan took the mobile phone and remembered that they didn't need to call each
other. They didn't save their numbers.

This meeting also forgot to ask him where he had gone, neatly saved his mobile phone
number to his mobile phone, pointed out to him: "well, remember, this is the late
number, later I can't go out, remember to call late, you know?"

Jiang Chengzhan honestly nodded, or some grievances: "then you don't want to go out
alone."

"Good," said Su wanwan, regretting now that she had known how good it would be to
wake him up and take him out together.

Jiang Chengzhan would be happy. He stretched out his little finger and said happily,
"pull the hook."

Su wanwan gave a thump and wiped her eyes. "Well, hook hook, you can't go out by
yourself, and I can't go out by myself. As long as we go out, we will go hand in hand."

"Good, good," Jiang Chengzhan was more happy, "hand in hand, walk together, walk
together."

"Where my wife goes, where zhanbao goes, I will never leave you."

Speaking of a lifetime, Su wanwan can't help looking up at Jiang Chengzhan.
Although he is silly, it's comforting to hear that. He will not be separated for a lifetime.
It's a good feeling.

Breakfast didn't eat until noon, and I had some desserts in the afternoon.

I don't know what happened. Three groups of people came in the afternoon.

Su wanwan felt that she had become a reception center here.

Jiang Chengzhan's two good friends came first. It is said that after Jiang Chengzhan
was ill, Jiang's family didn't let him in and they began to keep a distance from him.

Qin Mingyang and Liu Zonghe.

One is a brother who grew up with Jiang Chengzhan, and the other is a classmate in
high school. Later, he had a very good relationship.



Qin Mingyang is also in Jiang's group. Since Jiang Chengzhan's accident, he was fired
by Jiang Yushen. Now he has found a new company.

Liu Zonghe has his own business. Although he can't compare with Jiang's group, he is
self-sufficient and has no problem living a rich life in this world.

Two people, Qin Mingyang mouth owe, love lively, people look not very reliable.

Liu Zonghe's cold and gives people the feeling that they can shoulder the heavy
responsibilities.

Su wanwan invited people into the room and brought up a plate of fruit. Jiang
Chengzhan saw them start to be stunned, and then went to the balcony to carry out his
toys.

Because of too many hugs, several of them fell off the road.

Go to Qin Mingyang in front of, Hua La all threw to the ground: "play for you."

Qin Mingyang was a little sad. He kicked the toy in front of him and scolded in a low
voice: "grass!"

Liu Zongyuan didn't say anything. Looking at Su Wan, he kept silent for a while and
asked about going to the hospital for examination.

Su wanwan is not sure about the details of the two people, and dare not say more. It's
not too late to think about it later.

At first, Qin Mingyang was not very comfortable. In the past, Jiang Chengzhan was a
handsome and smart man. He was a genius in shopping malls and had an unlimited
future.

But now, people are so silly that they don't talk about it. What's the ghost with a small
prick on their head?

But he didn't have any worries. He had such a beautiful daughter-in-law who didn't
have to worry about anything. He had a very comfortable life.

With a sigh in his heart, he sat down on the carpet from the sofa and began to play
with the toys with Jiang Chengzhan.

Su wanwan's conversation with Liu Zonghe is basically a question and answer. She
has never met people in the upper class. She is a bit stiff. The most important thing is
that she doesn't know each other and doesn't dare to talk.



So the air is a bit awkward.

At this moment, hearing the doorbell ring, Su wanwan was finally relieved. As she
walked out, she said, "I'll see who's coming."

After seeing the comer, Su wanwan was startled and asked: "Why are you here?"

It turned out to be the original owner's ex boyfriend, Tian Yingqi.

It's a good time to come. It's just when Jiang Chengzhan's brother comes. People can't
doubt how many times he has been here before.

Voice and laughter came out one after another in the room. Tian Yingqi looked at the
room askew: "who's there?"

Su wanwan said coldly, "who has anything to do with you?"

She said she was about to close the door. "You are not welcome here. Get out of here."

Tian Yingqi snorted: "you don't welcome me, but you welcome others. How come I
don't even have this position in your heart?"

I've seen shameless, and I've never seen Tian Yingqi so shameless.

Su wanwan squinted at him and said sarcastically, "they are human beings. What about
you?"

"In the middle of the night, I don't take a good look at myself. What I have done is
something that people can do?"

"Why, now that we've run out of money, we don't have a second girlfriend to sell?"

"You..." Tian Yingqi looks at Su wanwan with an iron face. Before, the girl was very
gentle and obedient to him. She has never been so kind to him. She has thorns all over
her body. If you want to get close to her, you can be stabbed.

"Get out of here quickly," Su scolded again. "I'll let the dog go if I don't leave."

Qin Mingyang in the room has been observing the outside since Su went out late.
Because of a small courtyard, he can't see anything outside.

With a puzzled face, he said to Liu Zonghe, "we've seen Su wanwan before, but we
don't think she's so beautiful." he took a look at Jiang Chengzhan and patted him on



the shoulder. "You're blessed, boy."

He gave Liu Zongyuan an ambiguous look: "have you seen the tooth marks on Su
wanwan's neck," tut said, "it's quite fierce."

Liu Zongyuan looked at the movement outside his eyes and kicked Qin Mingyang:
"less nonsense, you go out to have a look. What's the matter?"

"Yell"

When Su wanwan and Tian Yingqi argued, Qin Mingyang suddenly put in a mouthful.
He glanced at Tian Yingqi with both hands: "isn't this Mr. Tian who sells his girlfriend
for glory?"

In a word, Tian Yingqi's face turned red and white. Su wanwan couldn't help laughing.

After laughing, he said to Qin Mingyang, "brother Qin, there is a dog at the door.
Please help me get out."

At the end of the speech, she ignored Tian Yingqi and walked back.

Just now, Jiang Chengzhan, who was still playing with Liu Zongyuan, came out with
two big zombies in his arms, "wife, what are you doing?"

Su wanwan said in a displeased voice: "there's a dog coming. It's catching up."

Being scolded, Tian Yingqi couldn't hang on his face. When he wanted to attack, he
didn't dare to see someone in the room. He hesitated and left.

When Jiang Chengzhan heard of the dog, he threw down his toy, picked up the spade
and went out: "where is it, wife? Don't be afraid. Zhanbao will protect you."

Su wanwan chuckled, picked up the zombie on the ground, threw away the tools in his
arms, and pulled him back: "it's gone, it's OK."

"Oh," Jiang Chengzhan relieved, but still said, "come back to mad dog in the future,
you ask Zhan Bao to drive out."

"I know, I know," said sue, sorting out the dirty things on his clothes. "I'll play for you
next time."

Qin Mingyang was envious when he saw it behind him. He didn't know how lucky the
fool was to marry such a beautiful daughter-in-law and treat him so well that he didn't
even dislike being stupid.



Three people enter the room one after another. Jiang Chengzhan quarrels about
drinking watermelon juice. Su goes to the kitchen to squeeze it for him. When he
comes out, there is another person in the room.

It turned out to be the most annoying Jiang Yushen. Did you make an appointment to
play mahjong today?

Jiang Yushen is sitting on the sofa. Jiang Chengzhan looks at him with a big gun on
his face: "you are not allowed to bully wanwan. If you dare to bully wanwan, I will
beat you!"

Qin Mingyang and Liu Zonghe immediately looked at Jiang Yushen. Their eyes were
very intriguing. Jiang Yushen's face was chatting and scolding voice said, "don't talk
nonsense. When did I bully her?"

Jiang Chengzhan still has to say that Su wanwan comes to him quickly and pulls him
aside: "watermelon juice is good, zhanbao drinks watermelon juice first."

Jiang Chengzhan looks at Jiang Yushen again. Seeing that he has no action, he turns
around and leaves. He takes Su wanwan's juice and drinks it. He can't help exclaiming:
"it's so sweet."

Su wanwan doesn't like Jiang Yushen. It's the first time for her to meet Jiang
Chengzhan's two friends. She is too lazy to deal with them. She takes Jiang Chengzhan
to the balcony to play puzzles.

"Last time you said the jigsaw puzzle, I'll help you to make a big plane." Su wanwan
sat on the carpet in the balcony, and Jiang Chengzhan took all his toys. "This one."

"No big planes, big ships."

"OK," Sue said, unpacking the package at night, "then try to make a big ship."

The host has gone, three people in the living room you look at me, I look at you,
embarrassed each other.

Qin Mingyang opened his mouth first: "President Jiang is so free. Do you still have
time to see your nephew?"

He is not an employee of Jiang family now. He doesn't need to see Jiang Yushen's face.
Moreover, they have a grudge, so they have no good attitude.

Jiang Yushen snorted: "you are so idle, are you fired again?"



"If there's really no place to go, I'm short of two security guards."

"You want me to be a security guard?" Qin Mingyang is angry. Just as he is about to
get angry, his shoulder is suddenly held down. He turns his head and takes a look. Liu
Zonghe shakes his head with him. He bears it and sits down again.

Three people do not know how long to sit, Su late a ship almost finished, the noise
outside just disappeared.

She stood up and stretched. She hated jigsaw puzzles, which were trivial and boring.

If she didn't come here to kill time, she wouldn't bother with it.

Sue lay down on the sofa late at night, put her hands behind her head, and looked at
the clouds in the sky for a sigh of relief.

Now one by one run to her to add blocking, and so on which day Jiang Chengzhan
good, see they dare not arrogant.

After breakfast the next day, Su wanwan took Jiang Chengzhan to the nearby Lida.

She has never been to university, and she envies those who grow up step by step,
arranged and planned.

Her life is a mess.

However, the original master went to university. He graduated from university. It is
said that he was admitted to graduate school, but he didn't.

Of course, she certainly can't read for the original owner, her English is still junior
high school, can't keep up.

Who knows so coincidentally, unexpectedly met the former classmate.

When the other party saw her, he was still stunned. After a few seconds, he pointed to
her: "it's late. You're late. Why are you here?"

The original owner suddenly decided to get married and married a fool. He
disappeared quietly without telling his classmates about his situation.

Today, I met a classmate. Of course, she was not embarrassed by the original owner.
She was just envious.



The other party is a classmate of the original University, Wang Xiuyan, and also a
roommate of the original dormitory. The relationship is neither good nor bad.

Yuanzhu's best friend went abroad to study. She had contact with Yuanzhu before
marriage. On the day of marriage, she wore it over, and then she had no contact with
Yuanzhu's best friend.

"Xiuyan," Su wanwan pretends to say hello warmly. In fact, the other party is no
different from strangers in her heart, "what a coincidence."

"Yes," Wang Xiuyan said, "how can you disappear quietly? What did you do? You
didn't read graduate school. What are you doing now?"

Her eyes fell on Jiang Chengzhan. At the first glance, how could this man be so
handsome? At the second glance, what's the matter with his head?

Su wanwan said vaguely, "it's nothing. Just learn something."

Wang Xiuyan is curious about Jiang Chengzhan's identity. Looking at Jiang
Chengzhan, she asks, "this is..."

Su wanwan thinks that if she says Jiang Chengzhan is her husband, the other party will
think something. After all, Jiang Chengzhan is silly now, so she hesitates a little and
says, "relatives."

And the most important thing is that Jiang Chengzhan will not accept her when she
wakes up?

So don't tell the truth to outsiders.

"Oh," Wang Xiuyan looked around Jiang Chengzhan's face, then looked at Su wanwan
and laughed, "I thought it was your new boyfriend, but I can't find one..."

She didn't say a word for a fool.

Su wanwan's face is not very natural, even Jiang Chengzhan can feel the other party's
unfriendly attitude, especially Su wanwan also said that he is a relative, clearly is the
husband's, why lie?

He couldn't help asking: "wife..."

Before finishing a sentence, Su wanwan suddenly jumped up and covered his mouth,
"that, Zhan Bao, I have something to say when I go home."



Then he said to Wang Xiuyan, "sorry, we have something else to do. Let's go first."

Did not expect just walked a few steps, Wang Xiuyan suddenly chased over, "late
evening, how much your mobile phone number, I remember it, later convenient
contact."

Su wanwan didn't want to give it to her, but she was the original classmate after all.
She behaved so badly that she reported her mobile phone number.

Wang Xiuyan wrote it down and said, "the students will have a party in a few days.
Will you come?"

Su wanwan said, "it depends. Go when you have time."

Wang Xiuyan suddenly asked, "that, late, I heard that you broke up with who?"

Su Wan nodded later: "yes."

It's probably Tian Yingqi.

Wang Xiuyan ambiguous smile, "that two days ago, the monitor also asked me about
you, when the time comes, the students will come."

Finally, she parted with Wang Xiuyan, and Su wanwan was relieved.

But Jiang Chengzhan is not happy. He has been pouting since he said he was a relative.

Su wanwan felt that she was going too far. Just now, she didn't know whether it was
vanity or something. Anyway, she didn't want to admit the relationship at that moment.

This will see Jiang Chengzhan not happy, and began to regret.

Hesitated for a moment, she hooked his finger with her finger, some guilty asked: "not
happy?"

Jiang Chengzhan bowed his head and refused to listen to her. He just went on.

Su Wan was stunned for a moment. She ran up to him and asked, "are you really
angry?"

Jiang Chengzhan said dejectedly: "my aunt said, I'm stupid now. I'll listen to you well,
or I'll cause you trouble. But zhanbao also wants to take care of wanwan. Zhanbao is a
wanwan man, not a relative."



He said, eyes wet looking at Su wanwan, like a little abandoned pet.

Su wanwan's heart gave him a hard puff. Did she hurt him by a word she accidentally
said?

Does he really care whether he's a relative or a husband?

But he's only five years old.

She bit her lower lip and thought about how to make it come back. After a long time,
she finally thought, "Zhan Bao, my husband is also a relative!"

"Haven't you heard that every couple will become relatives in the end?"

"Is that true?" Jiang Chengzhan is a little confused, but his eyes soften when he looks
at Su wanwan.

Su wanwan nodded vigorously: "of course it's true. We just jumped to the stage of
relatives."

Jiang Chengzhan, who is only four or five years old with intelligence quotient, said to
her. After a moment of silence, he suddenly said, "well, wife, what you said is right.
Go back and I will write it in my diary."

Su wanwan's heart sank, scolded a, will take this matter to threaten me!

"Well, how on earth are you not angry?"

Jiang Chengzhan thought, "then you should attend the classmate meeting and tell
everyone that I am your man."

And told everyone that sue didn't want to do that.

Now Jiang Chengzhan is silly. Of course, he can say everything, but when will he get
better?

Will you know her daughter-in-law?

At that time, people will say, look, that is, when people are stupid, they want her to be
kicked as soon as she wakes up.

What a shame.

Jiang Chengzhan saw that she did not speak, and her mood became even lower.



Su sighed in silence and stretched out her hand to pull her sleeve. "Well, give me some
time to think about it."

※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※

Zhan Bao: I am your man!

I'm going to attend the classmate meeting.

There will be another watch later.

Don't worry, I thought about several interesting little terriers before I started the article.
There were still several others that I didn't write. After I finished writing, the
overbearing president came back.

I'm sending red envelopes in batches. Tools don't seem to work well. Don't worry,
little cute. I'll send them as soon as possible.
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